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The obligation of philanthropy is for all ages, but if we
consider the particular modes of philanthropy which Christ
prescribed to his followers we shall find that they were
suggested by the special conditions of that age. The same
spirit of love which dictated them, working in this age
upon the same problems, would find them utterly in-
sufficient. No man who loves his kind can in these days
rest content with waiting as a servant upon human misery,
when it is in so many cases possible to anticipate and
avert it. Prevention is better than cure, and it is now
clear to all that a large part of human suffering is pre-
ventible by improved social arrangements. Charity will
now, if it be genuine, fix upon this enterprise as greater,
more widely and permanently beneficial, and therefore
more Christian than the other. It will not, indeed, neglect
the lower task of relieving and consoling those who,
whether through the errors and unskilful arrangements of
society or through causes not yet preventible, have actually
fallen into calamity. Its compassion will be all the deeper,
its relief more prompt and zealous, because it does not
generally, as former generations did, recognise such calam-
ities to be part of man's inevitable destiny. It will hurry
with the more painful eagerness to remedy evils which it '
feels ought never to have befallen. But when it has done
all which the New Testament enjoins, it will feel that its
task is not half fulfilled. When the sick man has been
visited and everything done which skill and assiduity can
do to cure him, modern charity will go on to consider the
causes of his malady, what noxious influence besetting his
life, what contempt of the laws of health in his diet or
habits, may have caused it, and then to enquire whether
others incur the same dangers and may be warned in time.

